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Introduction

Chapter 1



• To define the scope of the field that we call image
processing

• To give a historical per-perspective of the origins of this field
• To give an idea of the state of the art in image processing by

examining some of the principal areas in which it is applied
• To discuss briefly the principal approaches used in digital

image processing
• To give an overview of the components contained in a

typical, general-purpose image processing system
• To provide direction to the books and other literature where

image processing work normally is reported.

Objectives
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The First Photograph in the World

Joseph Nicéphore Niépce, View from the Window at Le Gras, 1826.4



• Early 1920s: One of the first applications of digital imaging was
in the news-paper industry

• The Bartlane cable picture transmission service
• Images were transferred by submarine cable between London and New

York
• Pictures were coded for cable transfer and reconstructed at the

receiving end on a telegraph printer
• Reduce time from more than a week to less than 3hours

A Historical Overview of DIP
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• Mid to late 1920s: Improvements to the Bartlane system
resulted in higher quality images

• The number of distinct gray levels coded by Bartlane system
was improved from 5 to 15 by the end of 1920s

• New reproduction processes based on photographic techniques
• Increased number of tones in reproduced images

Early Improvement
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A digital picture 
made in 1922 
from a tape 
punched after  
the signals had
crossed the 
Atlantic twice.

Unretouched cable 
picture of  
Generals Pershing 
(right) and Foch,  
transmitted in 
1929 from London 
to New York by 
15-tone 
equipment.



• The images in previous slides are digital; but they are
NOT considered as the results of DIP

• So what do we mean by Digital Image Processing

• Processing digital images by a digital computer

• DIP has been dependent on the development of
digital computers and other supporting technologies
(e.g., data storage, display and transmission)

The Born of Digital Computers
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• 1960s: Improvements in 
Computing technology and the 
onset of the space race led to a  
surge of work in digital image  
processing

• 1964: Computers used to improve  
the quality of images of the moon  
taken by the Ranger 7 probe

• Such techniques were used in 
other  space missions including 
the Apollo  landings

History of DIP (cont…)
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• 1970s:Digital image processing
begins to be used in medical
applications

• 1979: Sir Godfrey N. Hounsfield
& Prof. Allan M. Cormack share
the Nobel Prize in medicine for
the invention of tomography, the
technology behind Computerized
Axial Tomography (CAT) scans

History of DIP (cont…)
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Typical head slice CAT  
image



• Acquisition
• Digital cameras, scanners
• MRI and Ultrasound imaging
• Infrared and microwave imaging

• Transmission
• Internet, wireless communication

• Display
• Printers, LCD monitor, digital TV

Recent Advances in Digital Images
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• The areas of application of digital image processing are so
varied

• One way to categorize images according to their source (e.g.,
visual, X-ray, and so on).

• From visible spectrum to non-visible electromagnetic power spectrum
• From close-distance sensing to remote sensing

• Electromagnetic waves are sinusoidal waves of varying
wavelengths (massless particles)

• Each massless particle contains a certain amount (or bundle) of
energy. Each bundle of energy is called a photon.

• If spectral bands are grouped according to energy per photon,
we obtain the spectrum

Examples of Fields That Use 
Digital Image Processing
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• Extend the capabilities of human vision systems
• Gamma-ray imaging
• X-ray imaging
• Imaging in the ultraviolet band
• Imaging in the visible and infrared bands 
• Imaging in the microwave band
• Imaging in the radio band
• Other imaging modularity

A Physical Perspective of Image
Acquisition (source)
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Visible (I): Photography
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Visible (II): Motion Pictures
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Visible (III): Law Enhancement
and  Biometrics
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Visible (IV): Light Microscopy
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Taxol (250) Cholesterol (40) Microprocessor (60)



Visible (V): Remote Sensing
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Hurricane Andrew  
taken by NOAAGEOS

America at night  
(Nov. 27, 2000)



Beyond Visible (I): Thermal Images
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Human body disperses  
heat (red pixels)

Different colors indicate  
varying temperatures

Operate in infrared frequency



Beyond Visible (II): Radar Images
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Operate in microwave frequency

Moutains in Southeast Tibet



Beyond Visible (III): MRI
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Operate in radio frequency

knee spine head



Beyond Visible (III)-Cont.: 
Astronomy
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Operate in radio frequency

radio



Beyond Visible (III)-Cont.: 
Astronomy Comparison
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visible infrared radio

Gamma X-ray



Beyond Visible (IV): PET and Bone 
Scan
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Nuclear imaging called 
positron emission 
tomography (PET)

Bone scan

Operate in 
gamma-ray
frequency



• A star in the constellation of Cygnus exploded about 15,000
years ago, generating a superheated, stationary gas cloud
(known as the Cygnus Loop) that glows in a spectacular array of
colors. (left)

• Gamma radiation from a valve in a nuclear reactor (right)

Beyond Visible (IV)-Cont.: 
Astronomy and Science
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Operate in 
gamma-ray
frequency



Beyond Visible (V): Medical
Diagnostics
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chest head

Operate in X-ray frequency



Beyond Visible (V)-Cont.: 
Astronomy and Industry
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Operate in X-
ray frequency

Electronic circuit board

Cygnus Loop



Beyond Visible (VI): Fluorescence
Microscopy

27Normal corn Corn infected by smut.

Operate in ultraviolet frequency



• Acoustic imaging
• Translate “sound waves” into image signals

• Electron microscopy
• Shine a beam of electrons through a specimen

• Synthetic images in Computer Graphics
• Computer generated (non-existent in the real

world)

Other Non-Electro-Magnetic 
Imaging  Modalities
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Acoustic Imaging
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potential locations of oil/gas

visible seismic



Electron Microscope
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2500 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image of  
damaged integrated circuit

(white fibers are oxides resulting from thermal destruction)



Cartoon Pictures (Non-photorealistic)
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Synthetic Images in Gaming

32Age of Empire III by Ensemble Studios



Virtual Reality (Photorealistic)
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• One of the most common uses of DIP techniques:
improve quality, remove noise etc

Examples: Image Enhancement
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• Launched in 1990 the Hubble
telescope can take images of very
distant objects

• However, an incorrect mirror made
many of Hubble’s images useless

• Image processing techniques were
used to fix this.

Examples: The Hubble Telescope
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• Artistic effects are used
to make images more
visually appealing to
add special effects and
to make composite
images.

Examples: Artistic Effects
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• Take slice from MRI scan of canine heart, and
find boundaries between types of tissue

• Image with gray levels representing tissue density
• Use a suitable filter to highlight edges

Examples: Medicine

37Original MRI Image of a Dog Heart Edge Detection Image



• Geographic Information Systems
• Digital image processing techniques are used extensively to

manipulate satellite imagery
• Terrain classification
• Meteorology

Examples: GIS
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Thematic bands of NASA’s 
LANDSAT satellite.
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• Night-Time Lights of the
World data set

• Global inventory of
human settlement

• Not hard to imagine
the kind of analysis
that might be done
using this data

Examples: GIS (cont…)
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• Human operators are
expensive, slow and
unreliable

• Make machines do the job
instead

• Industrial vision systems
are used in all kinds of
industries

• Can we trust them?

Examples: Industrial Inspection
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• Image processing techniques
are used extensively by law
enforcers

• Plate number recognition for
speed cameras/ automated
toll systems

• Fingerprint recognition
• Enhancement of CCTV images

Examples: Law Enforcement
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• Try to make human computer
interfaces more natural

• Face recognition
• Gesture recognition

• Does anyone remember the user
interface from “Minority Report” ?

• These tasks can be extremely difficult

Examples: HCI
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• Processing digital images by means of a digital
computer.

• A digital image can be modeled as a two
dimensional function, f(x, y),where x and y are
spatial coordinates, and the value of the
function is the intensity or gray level of the
image at that point.

What is Digital Image Processing
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• A digital image is composed of a finite number of
elements, each of which has a particular location and
value. These elements are referred to as picture
elements, pixels, and pels.

• Vision is the most advanced of our senses, so it is not
surprising that images play the single most important
role in human perception.

• Humans are limited to the visual band of the
electromagnetic spectrum, imaging machines cover
almost the entire EM spectrum, ranging from gamma
to radio waves.

What is Digital Image Processing
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• There is no general agreement where image
processing stops and other related areas, such
as image analysis and computer vision, start.

• Image processing as a discipline in which both
the input and output of a process are images.
(limited definition)

• For example, computing the average intensity
of an image (which yields a single number)
would not be considered an image processing
operation.

What is Digital Image Processing
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• Low-level
• Processes involve primitive operations such

as image preprocessing to reduce noise,
contrast enhancement, and image
sharpening.

• A low-level process is characterized by the
fact that both its inputs and outputs are
images.

Three Types of Processes
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• Mid-level
• Processing on images involves tasks such as

segmentation (partitioning an image into regions or
objects), description of those objects to reduce
them to a form suitable for computer processing,
and classification (recognition) of individual
objects.

• A mid-level process is characterized by the fact
that its inputs generally are images, but its outputs
are attributes extracted from those images (e.g.,
edges, contours, and the identity of individual
objects).

Three Types of Processes - Cont.
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• Higher-level
• Processing involves "making sense“ of an ensemble

of recognized objects, as in image analysis, and, at
the far end of the continuum, performing the
cognitive functions normally associated with
vision.

Three Types of Processes - Cont.
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Key Stages in Digital Image
Processing
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Feature
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Key Stages in Digital Image
Processing: Image Acquisition
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Key Stages in Digital Image
Processing: Image Enhancement
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Key Stages in Digital Image
Processing: Image Restoration
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Key Stages in Digital Image
Processing: Morphological Processing
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Key Stages in Digital Image
Processing: Segmentation
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Key Stages in Digital Image
Processing: Feature Extraction
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Key Stages in Digital Image Processing: 
Image Pattern Classification
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Key Stages in Digital Image
Processing: Image Compression
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Key Stages in Digital Image Processing: 
Wavelets and Other Transforms
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Key Stages in Digital Image
Processing: Colour Image Processing
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• Goal
• To accentuate certain image features for subsequent

analysis or for image display
• Enhancement is subjective, based on human subjective

preferences regarding what constitutes a "good"
enhancement result.

Image Enhancement
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Input : image Output : image



• Techniques
• Contrast enhancement
• Histogram equalization
• Pseudo coloring
• Noise filtering
• Edge sharpening
• smoothing

• Applications
• Processing of remote-sensed image via satellite
• Radar, SAR, Ultrasonic image processing

Image Enhancement
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• Goal
• To remove or minimize known/unknown degradations in

image
• Is objective, in the sense that restoration techniques tend to

be based on mathematical or probabilistic models of image
degradation.

Image Restoration
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Input : image Output : image



• Techniques
• De-blurring
• Noise filtering
• Correction of geometric distortion
• Inverse filtering
• Least mean square(Wiener) filtering

• Applications
• Remote-sensed image processing
• Noise cancellation

Image Restoration
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• Deals with tools for extracting image
components that are useful in the
representation and description of shape.

• The output of the processes is the image
attributes.

Morphological processing
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• Segmentation partitions an image into its
constituent parts or objects.

• In general, autonomous segmentation is one of
the most difficult tasks in digital image processing.

• A rugged segmentation procedure brings the
process a long way toward successful solution of
imaging problems that require objects to be
identified individually.

• On the other hand, weak or erratic segmentation
algorithms almost always guarantee eventual
failure.

Segmentation
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• Feature extraction consists of feature detection and feature
description.

• Feature detection refers to finding the features in an image,
region, or boundary.

• Feature description assigns quantitative attributes to the
detected features.

• For example, we might detect corners in a region, and
describe those corners by their orientation and location;
both of these descriptors are quantitative attributes.

• Feature processing methods can be applicable to boundaries,
regions, or whole images.

• Descriptors should be insensitive to variations in parameters
such as scale, translation, rotation, illumination, and viewpoint.

Feature extraction
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• Image pattern classification is the process that
assigns a label (e.g., “vehicle”) to an object
based on its feature descriptors.

• Classical approaches
• Minimum-distance
• Correlation, 
• Bayes classifiers

• Modern approaches
• Using deep neural networks such as convolutional 

neural networks

Image Pattern Classification
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• Goal
• To reduce the amount of data required to

represent images

Image Data Compression
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“010100101100110101001 . . . .”

Input : image Output : bit-stream data



• Techniques
• Error-free coding( or lossless coding)
• Lossy compression
• Image Compression Standard

• JPEG, H.261, H.263, MPEG-1,2,4 etc

• Applications
• Transmission

• Teleconferencing ,TV system, remote sensing via satellite

• Storage
• VOD(video on demand), Video CD, DVD(digital video disk), medical

imaging, educational and business documents

Image Data Compression
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• Image Enhancement

• Image Restoration

• Image Coding (or Image Data Compression)

• Image Understanding (or Computer Vision)

Digital Image Processing
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• Goal
• To interpret or describe the meaning contained in

the image

Image Understanding
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Input : image
Output : interpretation(description)

“circle”

“ME”



• Techniques
• Boundary descriptor
• Regional descriptor
• Relational descriptor

• Applications
• Character recognition
• Automatic inspection of industrial parts
• ATR(automatic target recognition)
• Target tracking

Image Understanding
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Components 
of Image

Processing  
System
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• We have looked at:
• What is a digital image?
• What is digital image processing?
• History of digital image processing
• State of the art examples of digital image

processing
• Key stages in digital image processing

• Next week we start to see how it all works…

Summary
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